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We believe in keeping our campus clean and green, and thus, making our planet clean. Our staff and 

students have strides in creating a clean and green campus. 

Our College has two playgrounds admeasuring 987 sq. meters and 743 sq. meters each with several 
trees, plants and shrubs at all sides. With size of the ground and variety of greenery across the 
campus, our College along with student set an example to develop future leaders in respecting and 
protecting the environment.

Our efforts to clean and green campus is stated below:

1. Landscape:

Well maintained Green Campus creates awareness and quality of learning. It also improves our 
ventilation system and provides natural light in our classrooms.

The trees and flower beds in the premises cools and beautifies the campus. It also gives soothing 
effect to the eyes.

The Greenwall created in the campus serves as a source of inspiration to all to become responsible 
and to utilise their skills and innovation to protect the environment. Our staff and students are 
actively involved in developing beautiful natural landscape in the campus.
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2. Taxonomy:

College undertook plant taxonomy as we have variety of plants in the campus. We classified 175 

species of plants in our campus, which were numbered and duly labelled by our alumnus and 

students. This gives an idea of different flora present in the College campus and helps to distinguish 

the species. A Green Board is displayed in the campus that states the variety and number of trees in 

the campus.





3. Rainwater Harvesting:

Our College had an objective of saving water from rain in coming years. Implementing rainwater 

harvesting in real-life inspires the students to practice it at home and spread knowledge as they have 

experienced the working of rainwater harvesting. This project is taken up with Asian paints as a part 

of their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) project.







4. Solar Panels:

Installing solar panels enables our College to reduce the dependence on other sources of energy. It 

has promoted the use of renewable energy in our campus. It has also brought down the usage of 

electricity consumption cost as well. The excess energy generated by the solar panels is wheeled 

into the grid.





5. Green, Energy and Environment Audits:

Audit has an important role to play in ensuring that organization fulfill their policy commitment to 
environment management and performance. It provides the information on threats and challenges 
on the key area of performance. On the recommendation of IQAC, the College undertook the 
scientific audit process by appointing a suitable agency.

Our College has undertaken green, energy and environment audit which certifies our commitment 
to sustainability and environment management through conducting environment promotion 
activities and operations in the College campus.



6. Cleaning of Campus:

Maintaining a clean College environment sets good example to students and community. It 

encourages students to take pride in their College and makes them more responsible not to litter 

around. Students will potentially make a bigger effort to maintain their environment.Our NSS Unit 

and Students Council take up the activity of cleaning our campus with the help of students.

Green Campus is not new but knowledge about the environment and readiness to protect the 

environment is lacking among individuals in society. Schools and Colleges can instil this value and 

bridge this gap. A consistent and conscientious practice to manage and protect the environment 

helps to build the perspective about the environment.
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